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Abstract. In the present investigation, an economic production quantity (EPQ) model for
breakable item has been developed with time-sensitive demand and breakability rate.
Production process is not perfect and as a result, produces some imperfect quality units.
Breakability rate of the item starts above a certain stock level and increases with time as
well as stock level. Planning horizon is assumed to be stochastic in nature and follows
normal distribution with a known mean and standard deviation. Production cost per unit
depends on the production rate and is derived from the particular production function
under which it is being produced. As the present competitive market situation is full of
uncertainty, another model is developed with the consideration of inventory parameters
as fuzzy in nature and obtained results are presented. Numerical experiments are
performed to illustrate the model.
Keywords: EPQ model, Stock and time dependent breakability, Time-sensitive demand,
Random planning horizon.
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1. Introduction
Now-a-days, an economic production quantity (EPQ) model is one of the most essential
methodology and widely applied in the industrial belt or any production sector. The
earlier EPQ models are mostly used to solve the problem of the optimal lot size or the
production runtime to maximize the profit. One of the basic assumptions of the classical
EPQ model is that all the items produced are of perfect quality. However, in the realistic
situations, production process is not perfect throughout the process runtime. Thus, the
assumption of perfect quality production process is not fit for the industrial applications.
In 1980, Shih [1] investigated first the effect of defective products on the inventory cost
and also on the production system. After that lot of research works have been published
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on EPQ models with imperfect quality items along with different types of assumptions
(Bakker et al. [2], Hso and Hso [3], Kundu et al. [4], Ghosh [5], etc). In addition, the
earlier models also implicitly assume that the items produced are of perfect quality.
Naturally, it is not happened always and thus, a high-level production quality can only be
achieved with substantial investment in improving the reliability of the production
process. Beek and Puttin [6] have addressed the issue of flexibility improvement
production. Issue of process reliability, quality improvement, and set-up time reduction
have been discussed by Porteus [7], Rosenblatt and Lee [8], etc. They assumed that the
perfect quality units are produced in the in-control state (i.e., beginning of the production
process) and the imperfect quality products are produced in out-of-control state.
Sometimes, manufacturer of the breakable items like glass, items made of mud,
electronic plastic toys, etc., faces a conflicting situation in their production run time. To
decrease the production cost and set-up cost, they are tempted to go for a large number of
production and at the same time invites more damage to his units. Some research papers
has already been published in this direction (Maragatham and Gnanvel [9], Guchhait et
al. [10], Mandal and Maiti [11]). On the other hand, it is observed that pressure of one
unit onto the other for a long time may increase the breakability rate. So far, in the
literature, there are only few number of investigations are presented with this types of
realistic assumption.
Most of the production inventory models have been formulated with infinite time
horizon assuming that the demand of the item remains same for ever (Maiti and Maiti
[12], Saha and Cardenas-Barron [13], Arif [14], etc). According to this assumption,
product specification remains unchanged for ever, but in reality unprecedental
development of technology has led to rapid change in product specifications (Gurnani,
[15]) with new features. Few investigation have already been published incorporating this
type of assumption (Moon and Yun [16], Pal et al. [17], Kundu et al. [4]). On the other
hand, items in the market, such as Tab, i-pad, hi-fi equipment, breakable items such
electronic plastic toys, ceramic, etc. are highly demandable, but normally exist in the
market for a finite time and obviously these types of demands depend on time. Various
types of investigations have already been made by several authors in this direction (Lee
and Hsu [18], Guchhait et al. [10], Kundu et al. [19], Mariappan et al. [20]). Again,
lifetime of these types of products is finite and normally it is imprecise (stochastic, fuzzy,
etc.) in nature. In the present investigation demand of the item is considered as time
dependent and planning horizon is assumed to be random in nature.
Cost of production per unit of an item in any manufacturing system depends
upon several production related factors such as raw materials, technical knowledge,
production rate, etc. Khouja [21] first developed an EPL model under volume flexibility,
where unit production cost depends upon the raw materials used, and labour force
engaged and tool wear and tear cost incurred. Production rate is also an important factor
in any production sector. Increase of production rate decreases the unit cost which in turn
increases demand. Again, increase of production rate increases holding cost which
decreases profit. Hence, the manufacturers face the above mentioned contradiction and to
overcome this situation they try to make an optimal decision for maximum profit.
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Khouja and Mehrez [22] presented a classical inventory model and showed that the
optimal production rate is smaller than the production rate which minimizes the unit
production cost.
In the present investigation, an imperfect EPQ model for breakable item has
been developed in a random planning horizon. Breakability rate of the item increases not
only the stock label, but also increases with time. Produced defective units are sold at a
reduced price. As the model is developed for the fashionable/decorating items, demand is
considered as time-sensitive. Production cost per unit depends on production rate, raw
material cost, labor, tool wear and tear costs. A general equation, proposed by Cheng
[23], is used to develop the model and also the relationship between set-up cost and
process reliability and flexibility. As today's competitive volatile business transaction is
full of uncertainty, inventory/production-inventory policy with fuzzy coefficients is a
well-established phenomenon in recent years. After introduction of fuzzy set (Zadeh
[24]), it has been well developed and applied widely in different areas of science and
technology including inventory control problems (Maiti [25], Guchhait et al. [26, 27,
28]). Another model is developed considering some inventory parameters as a fuzzy
number. The present model is solved following GRG technique (Using LINGO
software). Numerical examples are used to illustrate the model.
2. Notations and assumptions for the proposed model
Notations:
Explanations

Production Rate

Holding cost per unit in $

Production cost per unit in $

Raw material cost in $

Selling price per unit in $

Selling price per unit for broken unit in $
Set-up cost per cycle in $
Time when inventory level reaches I0 during production
Time when inventory level reaches I1 during production
Time when inventory level reaches I0 after production

Cycle length in days

Number of full cycle during the planning horizon

Highest inventory level
( )
Inventory level at any time t
Assumptions:
(i)
Inventory system involves only one breakable item.
(ii)
Breakability of the item (, )is stock and time dependent and is of
( )
)
;
≤ ≤ &
the form:(, )=( −  
0
#$ℎ
where  and ' are constant
(iii)
Demand of the item D is considered as time sensitive, i.e., ( = (( )
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(iv)

(v)
(vi)

(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

Production cost  is a known function of raw material cost  , the

production rate  and is of the form:  =  + ,-. + / 01
+

where2 is labor charges and / is the tool wear and tear cost. 3 and
34 are two positive constants.
is set-up cost per cycle in $
Total cost of interest and depreciation per production cycle is
inversely related to set-up cost ( ) and directly relatedto process
reliability () according to the following relation (Cheng 1989):
5( , ) = 6 7. 71
where 6, 8 , 84 are positive constants.
: is planning horizon which is random in nature.
9
 Number of full cycle are completed during the planning horizon.
Selling price  = ; , where ; is the mark-up of the production
cost and ; > 1.
Broken and defective units are sold at a reduced price  = ;  ,
where ; is the mark-up of the production cost and ; < 1.

Figure 1: Inventory level with time
3. Mathematical formulation
In the development of the model, it is assumed that the manufacturer produces the fresh
units at a rate. So the produced defective units are (1 − ) and these defective units
are sold at a reduced price. Production process runs upto the time t1 and after that
customer's demand is met using the stored units. At the end of each cycle inventory level
reaches zero and then production for next cycle starts. According to the above
assumptions, the change of inventory level at any time t, are given by
 − (( );
0≤ ≤
D
 − (( ) − (, );
≤ ≤ &
@A
=
(1)
@
)
);
−((
−
(,
≤
≤
C
≤ ≤
B −(( );
With boundary conditions (0) = 0, ( ) =  , ( ) =  , ( ) =  , () = 0,
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Here, we considered that the demand is increasing at a decreasing rate and the function is
of the form (( ) = E − F  G.  where E , F ,  are positive constants.
Now, solving the above differential equation (1) and using the boundary conditions,
we get
( − E ) + F (1 −  G.  )/
D
L( )
+ JMM   + J44  G.  + J
HJKK 
( ) = JNN  L(. ) + JOO   + JPP  G.  + JQQ &
(2)
C
F  G. 
H R −
S − E ( − ) + F  G.  /

B
where J = ( − E )/, J44 = F /( −  ), JMM =    /( − '), JKK =  −
J − J44  G.  − JMM   ,

−

U.
, JPP
L

=

V.
,
LG.

JNN =  +

JOO =    /( − ')

U.
L

−

V. W XY.Z.
LG.

Now using boundary conditions we get,
 = ( − E ) + F (1 −  G.  )/
 = JKK  L(.  ) + JMM  . + J44  G. . + J
\
\
\
 = JNN  L[ . ] + JOO   + JPP  G.  + JQQ
 + F ( G. ^ −  G.  )/ − E ( − ) = 0
From these equations we can get the values of , ,

−   ( . ) /( − '),

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
and T

Inventory cost calculation:
Total holding cost from the cycle is  _` and _` is given by
^



.

\

^

_` = a ( )b = a ( )b + a ( )b + a ( )b + a ( )b

where, _9 =



= _9 + _94 + _9M + _9K (say)
(,U. )1

+

V. 
4
G.
L(.  )

+

JQQ =

.

\

(7)

V. [W XY.Z  ]
G.1


,

JKK [1 − 
] JMM [
−  . ] J44 ( G.  −  G. . )
+
+
+J (

'

− )_9M
\
\
\
JNN [1 −  L[ . ] ] JOO [ . −   ] JPP [ G. . −  G.  ]
=
+
+

'

+ JQQ ( − )_9K
F  G. 
E ( − )4
\
= R −
− F ( G. ^ −  G.  )/ 4
S ( − ) −

2
Total sale revenue from one cycle is  cd , where
_94 =

cd = e (( )b = E  + F ( G. ^ − 1)/
The salvage value is cf and is given by
^
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cf = e  (, )b = (_94 + _9M) +  ( (  ) − 1)/'
\

\



Where _94 and _9M are given above.
Hence, during the whole planning horizon, total profit (^ ) can be written as ^ where
^ is given by the following equation
^ =  cd +  jcf + (1 − ) k −   −  _` − − 5( , )
(10)

(9)

3.1. Optimization in different environments
Depending upon the nature of the parameters of optimization problems, various types of
optimization problems are faced by the researchers. To the authors' best knowledge, till
now, none has solved non-deterministic problems directly except crisp optimization
problems. Different approaches are used to transform these problems into crisp
environment. The approaches used in this paper are summarized below.
3.1.1. Crisp optimization problem
A crisp non-linear problem in crisp environment may be defined as follows:
( ;lm n , n4 , … np , q
&
u
(11)
rEnl;ls t(n , n4 , … np , E , E4 , … Ep )
where n , n4 , … np are crisp decision variables and E , E4 , … Ep are crisp parameters.

3.1.2. Fuzzy optimization problem
When the parameters, such as E , E4 , … Ep are fuzzy (triangular type) in nature (i.e.,
Ev , Ev4 , … Evp are fuzzy parameters), the above problem (11) reduces to a fuzzy
optimization problem as
( ;lm n , n4 , … np , q
&
(12)
u
rEnl;ls tw(n , n4 , … np , Ev , Ev4 , … Evp )
Solution Technique: As the optimization of fuzzy objective is not well defined, different
authors take the different crisp equivalent of this objective to determine the approximate
solution for the decision maker (DM). Here, Graded Mean Integration Representation
(GMIR) method of the fuzzy objective is taken as an equivalent crisp objective and hence
the problem (12) reduced to
( ;lm n , n4 , … np , q
&
u
(13)
rEnl;ls xrc qt tw(n , n4 , … np , Ev , Ev4 , … Evp )
Crisp Model (CM): As the planning horizon is taken as random in nature, so the
problem is to
( ;lm ℎ yE#z qt ,  Emb
q
&
rEnl;ls  ^
|
(14)
:≤0
zF{ q  − 9
If } be the probability of realizing the constraint of (14), then the problem (14) reduces to
( ;lm ℎ yE#z qt ,  Emb
q
&
rEnl;ls  ^
(15)
|
:
zF{ q ( − 9 ≤ 0) ≥ }
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Using Charns constraint programming approach (cf. Appendix-A) the problem reduces to
( ;lm ℎ yE#z qt ,  Emb
q
&
rEnl;ls  ^
(16)
|

zF{ q  ≤ 9 − 3`
 and 3` are mean and standard deviation (normal distribution) of the random
where 9
:.
variable 9
Fuzzy Model (FM): Here, it is assumed that some inventory costs of the item are
triangular fuzzy number (TFN) (Zadeh, [24]), such as mark-up of the selling price per
 = (; , ;4 , ;M ) (hence ̃ = ( , 4 , M ), mark-up of the selling price of
unit ;
deteriorated units ;
  = (; , ;4 , ;M ), and the holding cost ̃ = ( , 4 , M ).
Then, the expression of the total fuzzy profit ^ = (^ , ^4 , ^M ), where
^ =  cd +  jcf + (1 − ) k −   − M _` − − 5( , )
^4 = 4cd + 4 jcf + (1 − ) k −   − 4 _` − − 5( , )
^M = Mcd + M jcf + (1 − ) k −   −  _` − − 5( , )
Following Graded Mean Integration Representation method of fuzzy number (cf.
Appendix-B), defuzzifying ^ we get
^ = j (^ + 2^4 ) + (1 − )(2^4 + ^M )k
(17)
M

Now the problem reduces to
( ;lm ℎ yE#z qt ,  Emb
q
&
rEnl;ls  ^
(18)
|
:≤0
zF{ q  − 9
Using Charns constraint programming approach (cf. Appendix-A) in the same way as in
crisp model, the problem reduces to
( ;lm ℎ yE#z qt ,  Emb
q
&
rEnl;ls  ^
(19)
|

zF{ q  ≤ 9 − 3`
where ^ is given by (17).

4. Numerical illustration
4.1. Crisp model (CM)
The following parametric values are used to illustrate the crisp model:
E = 80; F = 30;  = 5;  = 1.3$; 2 = 15; / = 0.11; 3 = 2.1; 34 = 0.15; 6 =
 = 180; 3` =
160; 8 = 0.5; 84 = 4;  = 0.03;  = 31; ; = 2.2; ; = 0.8; 9
1.5;  = 0.2 For stochastic constraint degree of probability } is taken as 0.95,
i.e., = 1.645
With these parametric values, results are obtained and presented in the following table,
i.e., Table-1.
Table 1: Optimum results of crisp model
^ (Profit)




84.47
0.9613
18.56
5
34.27
35.51
24009.72
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For these assumed parametric values, results are also obtained due to the different
production rates and presented in Table-2.

83
84
85
86
87

Table 2: Optimum results for different values of P



0.9687
18.65
4
43.15
44.38
0.9658
18.56
4
43.15
44.38
0.9576
18.53
6
28.36
29.59
0.9481
18.28
7
24.13
25.36
0.9467
18.14
9
18.49
19.73

^ (Profit)
23967.08
23992.95
23995.75
23861.51
23818.88

4.2 Fuzzy model (FM)
Here, another model is considered with the assumption that some parameters like
;, ; and ,etc. are fuzzy in nature. This model is illustrated with the above example
whose parametric values are same as in crisp model except the fuzzy variables and which
are presented below:
  = (; , ;4 , ;M ) = (0.70,0.75,0.82), ̃ =
;
 = (; , ;4 , ;M ) = (2.15,2.20,2.25), ;
( , 4 , M ) = (0.18,0.20,0.23). Other parametric values are same as in crisp model.
With these set of input data, optimum results of the fuzzy model are obtained and
presented in the Table-3 and -4.

83.18

82
83
84
85
86


0.9503

Table 3: Optimum results of fuzzy model


18.51
4
43.34
44.38

^ (Profit)
23861.13

Table 4: Optimum results of FM for different production rate (P)
^ (Profit)



0.9597
18.61
2
87.55
88.78
23799.22
0.9536
18.54
3
57.88
59.39
23829.49
0.9454
18.31
4
43.34
44.38
23843.55
0.9425
18.25
6
28.35
29.58
23811.93
0.9381
17.98
6
28.36
29.59
23782.26

5. Discussion
Results of the crisp model are presented in Table-1, when production rate, reliability of
the production process and set-up cost are decision variables. For different production
rates, results are obtained and presented in Table-2. It is observed from Table-2 that
initially profit increases with production rate, but after a certain level, profit decreases
with increase of the production rate. Reliability of the production process gradually
decreases with the increase of production rate and it agree with reality. As the reliability
of the production process decreases, total cost of interest and depreciation per production
cycle (5( , )) decreases. Which take part in increase of the total profit ? On the other
hand, decrease of process reliability indicates more defective units are produced during
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the production run time, which in turn decreases the profit. It can be concluded that,
initially as production rate increases, ‘gain’ due to decrease of the depreciation cost
(5( , )) dominates ‘loss’ due to increase of defective produced units and obviously
resultant profit increases. After crossing a certain production rate, ‘gain’ is dominated by
the ‘loss’ and for which resultant profit decreases.
Again, to avoid high holding cost, cycle length (T) decreases (with the increasing
production rate), which in turn increases total number of cycles (N) in the whole planning
horizon. On the other hand, as N increase, set-up cost and machine depreciation cost also
increase and as a result, total profit from the planning horizon decreases. With the initial
production rate, resultant effect of increasing profit dominates this fact, but after a certain
production rate this is more effective for the fact of decreasing profit. This type of
observation is reflected from both the tables, i.e., Table-2 and Table-4. From Table-3, it
can be said that the nature of the obtained result is similar to the crisp one. More
production rate produces large number of units as well as defective ones, together with
more set-up and holding costs. Hence, in any production sector, maximum profit depends
on production rate for the imperfect production process. Again, it is merely impossible
for the manufacturer to maintain the optimal production rate. So, it is difficult for the
manager to take decision in favour of any sector. In that case according to firm's facility a
production rate near to optimal one is followed as a compromise decision.
6. Conclusion
In the present investigation, an imperfect EPQ model for breakable item is developed
with stock and time dependent breakability rate. Here, planning horizon is assumed to be
finite and stochastic in nature. The model is developed especially for seasonal products.
Demand of the item increases with time at a decreasing rate. Total cost of interest and
depreciation per production cycle, i.e. 5( , )is considered as a function of the setup(decision)variable . Again, present competitive market situation is full of uncertainty.
To deal with the uncertain inventory costs, parameters may also be considered as
probabilistic in nature. In fact, estimation of probabilistic parameters are made on the
basis of sufficient amount of past data. On the other hand, when past data is insufficient,
one has to depend on fuzzy representation. As the estimation of fuzzy parameters can be
made using expert's opinion, hence, for the present problem fuzzy model is adopted.
Some interesting observations are made among which most important are (i) Maximum
profit mostly depends on production rate, and (ii) High reliability of the production
process may not give more profit always in an imperfect production system. Here, the
formulation and solutions are quite general and hence the present models can be extended
as a multi item inventory model to include more constraints such as available space,
available budget, etc. The present investigation may include different types of demand
functions- stock dependent, promotional effort dependent, etc. This model can also be
extended to include different types of imprecise inventory costs such as, rough, fuzzyrough, etc.
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Appendix-A
A.1. Optimization with stochastic constraints (Rao [29]): Letn = (n , n4 , … . , np )^ , be the
decision vector,  = ( , 4 , … . , p )^ be the vector of mrandomvariables with known
mean and standard deviation, where  , 4 , … . , p represents m parameters of the
problem, then a singleobjective optimization problem with stochastic constraints, can be
stated in standard form as follows:
&

zF{

5lmb
n = (n , n4 , … . , np )^
|
$ℎlℎ rlml;ls/rEnl;ls t(n)
q ( (n, ) ≥ 0) ≥ }
( = 1,2, … ;)

(20)

where ( (n, ) ≥ 0) represents probability of the event( (n, ) ≥ 0).

According to Charnes and Cooper [30], if all  (l = 1,2, … , m) follow independent
normal distribution, the stochastic problem stated above is equivalent to following crisp
nonlinear programming problem
5lmb

n = (n , n4 , … . , np )^

$ℎlℎ

pW/
UW

zF{
4

.
1

q

'

(21)

 (,)

 −  j∑
( = 1,2, … ;)
 34 k ≥ 0
  

 and 3 are mean and standard deviation of  (n, ) respectively and also  is
where 

given by

1
1
} =
a   /4 b .
√2 ¡

Appendix-B
B.1. Graded Mean Integration Representation (GMIR) of Fuzzy Number:
Chen and Hsieh [31, 32] introduced GMIR method based on the integral value of graded
mean ¢-level of generalized fuzzy number. The graded mean ¢-level value of generalized
fuzzy number
¥ (§)¨¥© (§)
£w = (£ , £4 , £M , £K) is ¢ ¤ ¦
ª , ¢ ∈ j0,1k.

Then the GMIR of a general fuzzy number £w

4

® ] = e α ¤°± (²)¨°³ (²)ª dα/ e αdα = jA + 2A4 + 2AM + AK k
P[A
4

Q

(22)

Here equal weightage has been given to the left and right parts of the membership
function. The representation given by (22) can be generalized/modified by replacing
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¤

¥¦ (§)¨¥© (§)
ª,¢
4

∈ j0,1k with j £+ (¢) + (1 − )£´ (¢)k, ¢ ∈ j0,1k,

where the value of depends on the preference of the decision maker. Therefore, the
modified form of Eq. (22) is
®] =
µ [A

.

e ²jµ¥¦ (§)¨( µ)¥© (§)k¶²
.

e ²¶²

= M jk(A + 2A4 ) + (1 − k)(2AM + AK )

(23)

The method is also known as k-preference integration representation. For the present
investigation, = 0.5.
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